We consider a general class of skewed univariate densities introduced by Fechner (1897), and derive optimal testing procedures for the null hypothesis of symmetry within that class. Locally and asymptotically optimal (in the Le Cam sense) tests are obtained, both for the case of symmetry with respect to a specified location as for the case of symmetry with respect to some unspecified location. Signed-rank based versions of these tests are also provided. The efficiency properties of the proposed procedures are investigated by a derivation of their asymptotic relative efficiencies with respect to the corresponding Gaussian parametric tests based on the traditional Pearson-Fisher coefficient of skewness. Small-sample performances under several types of asymmetry are investigated via simulations.
1 Introduction.
Testing for symmetry.
Symmetry is one of the most important and fundamental structural assumptions in statistics, playing a major role, for instance, in the identifiability of location or intercept under nonparametric conditions: see for instance Stein (1956) , Beran (1974) and Stone (1975) . This importance explains the huge variety of existing testing procedures of the null hypothesis of symmetry in an i.i.d. sample X 1 , . . . , X n .
Classical tests of the null hypothesis of symmetry-the hypothesis under which X 1 − θ d = −(X 1 − θ) for some location θ ∈ R, where d = stands for equality in distribution-are based on third-order moments. Let m k (X (n) ), wherē X (n) := n −1 n i=1 X i . When the location θ is specified, the test statistic is
the null distribution of which, under finite sixth-order moments, is asymptotically standard normal. When θ is unspecified, the classical test is based on the empirical coefficient of skewness b These tests are generally considered as Gaussian procedures, although they cannot be considered optimal in any Gaussian sense, as non-symmetric alternatives clearly do not belong to the Gaussian world. Now, symmetry typically is a nonparametric hypothesis. Nonparametric tests of symmetry based on empirical distribution functions have been proposed by Butler (1969) (with a test statistic of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov type), by Rothman and Woodrofe (1972) and Hill and Rao (1977) (with a test statistic of the Cramér-von Mises type)-to quote only a few of them. As usual in such context, some arbitrary distance is adopted on the space of distribution functions, but no optimality issues are addressed; consistency rates are nonparametric. The null hypothesis of symmetry on the other hand also enjoys a rich group invariance structure, that should not remain unexploited. Maximal invariance arguments in this context naturally bring signs and signed ranks into the picture. The most popular nonparametric signed rank tests of symmetry (with respect to a specified location θ) are the sign test, based on the binomial distribution of the number of negative signs in a sample of size n, and Wilcoxon's signed rank test, based on the exact or asymptotic null distribution of S (n)
+,i , where s 1 , . . . , s n denote the signs, and R (n) +,1 , . . . , R (n) +,n the ranks of the absolute values, of the deviation X i − θ in a sample of size n. Other signed-rank tests of symmetry have been proposed by McWilliams (1990) and Randles et al. (1980) -where the ranks and signs however are not those of the observations themselves, and are not distribution-free under the null hypothesis.
Again, these tests are not optimal in any satisfactory sense against asymmetry. The Wilcoxon and sign tests actually are locally asymptotically optimal against location shifts and logistic or double-exponential densities, respectively. The sign test is even completely insensitive to nonsymmetric alternatives which preserve the median, i.e., do not include any "shift component".
The main objective of this paper is to provide, for the problem of testing for symmetry (that is, f (x − θ) = f (θ − x), with specified or unspecified location θ), a concept of optimality that coincides with practitioners' intuition, and to construct parametric and signed rank tests achieving such optimality. This requires embedding the null hypothesis of symmetry into adequate families of asymmetric alternatives. One of the simplest families of non-symmetric densities has been proposed more than a century ago by Fechner (1897) , and was recently revived by Arellano-Valle, Gómez and Quintana (2005) . Denote by f 1 a symmetric (with respect to the origin) standardized density (f 1 (−x) = f 1 (x)). The f 1 -Fechner family is the three-parameter collection of densities of the form f θ,σ,ξ (x) :
2) x ∈ R, indexed by location (θ ∈ R), scale (σ ∈ R + ), and a skewness parameter ξ ∈ (−1, 1). Clearly, ξ = 0, in such families, indicates symmetry, ξ > 0 asymmetry to the left, and ξ < 0 asymmetry to the right. Arellano Although we never assume the actual density of the observations to be of any particular "Fechner form", the tests we are constructing are aiming at optimality under some specified Fechner family. Hence, they are optimal for the null hypothesis that ξ = 0 (with specified or unspecified θ; σ in practice is never specified), against alternatives of the form (1.2) with ξ > 0 (the ξ < 0 and ξ = 0 cases readily follow), for some selected f 1 . The validity of these tests however is expected to extend to as broad as possible a class of symmetric densities f 1 .
Such tests are still of a parametric nature, and their validity requires undesirably strong distributional assumptions such as finite moments of order four or six, which significantly restricts their applicability. Taking advantage of the group invariance features of the problem, we also construct signed-rank counterparts, which are distribution-free (asymptotically distribution-free in case of an unspecified θ), and hence remain valid under much milder distributional assumptions (for the specified θ case, they are valid without any distributional assumption), while retaining their optimality features at correctly specified densities.
For instance, the optimal parametric Gaussian test, which is locally asymptotically most powerful against local alternatives of the form (1.2) with ξ > 0 and f 1 = φ 1 (the standard normal density) for the specified θ case, is based on the asymptotically standard normal null distribution of
where
This test requires finite moments of order four. The normal score signed-rank counterpart of (1.3) rejects the null hypothesis of symmetry with respect to θ for large values of
where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, R
+,i (θ) and s i (θ) stand for the ranks of the absolute values and the signs of the differences X i − θ, and J (n) (φ 1 ) :=
. This test is asymptotically equivalent, under Gaussian densities, to the Gaussian optimal test based on (1.3); thus, it is also asymptotically most powerful against local alternatives of the form (1.2) with ξ > 0 and f 1 = φ 1 . However, being distribution-free, it remains valid, unlike the test based on (1.3), under arbitrary symmetric densities. Asymptotic relative efficiencies moreover indicate that the signed-rank tests based on (1.4) under most densities (especially the heavy-tailed ones) dominate those based on (1.3), as well as the more traditional ones based on (1.1). These theoretical findings are confirmed by finite sample simulations.
Outline of the paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the Fechner families to be considered throughout, and provide some examples. Section 3.1 establishes the local asymptotic normality result (with respect to location, scale, and the skewness parameter ξ) that provides the main theoretical tool of the paper. This result allows for developing asymptotically optimal parametric procedures for ξ under specified densities f 1 , when θ is specified (Section 3.2) or unspecified (Section 3.3). These tests in general do not remain valid under incorrectly specified densities (namely, under g 1 = f 1 ): in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, we show how they can be modified in order to remain valid under g 1 while preserving their optimality under f 1 . The particular case of the pseudo-Gaussian tests (optimal under Gaussian densities but valid under non-Gaussian ones) is investigated in Section 3.6, and their links with the classical procedures based on the Fisher coefficient of skewness (see (1.1)) is discussed. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we propose nonparametric (signed-rank-based) versions of the optimal procedures defined in Section 3. The unspecified θ case requires the delicate estimation of a cross-information quantity, an estimation problem which we discuss extensively in Section 4.5. Some special cases (van der Warden, Wilcoxon and sign-test scores) of the rank-based statistics are derived in Section 4.4. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 provide some asymptotic relative efficiencies and simulation results assessing the performance of the various tests proposed, under various forms of asymmetry. An appendix collects technical proofs.
Fechner families of skewed densities.
Denote by X X X (n) := (X (n) 1 , . . . , X (n) n ), n ∈ N, an array of i.i.d. observations. Throughout, the null hypotheses we are interested in are -the hypothesis H (n) θ of symmetry with respect to some specified location θ ∈ R: for some
σ ) (all densities are over the real line, with respect to the Lebesgue measure), where the density f 1 belongs to the class of symmetric standardized densities
(the scale parameter σ thus is not the standard error, but the population median of the absolute deviations |X i − θ|, which avoids moment assumptions); -the hypothesis H (n) := θ∈R H (n) θ of symmetry with respect to unspecified location.
As explained in the introduction, efficient testing requires the definition of families of asymmetric alternatives exhibiting some adequate structure, such as local asymptotic normality, at the null. For a selected class of densities enjoying the required regularity assumptions, we therefore are embedding the null hypothesis of symmetry into Fechner families indexed by location (θ ∈ R), scale (σ ∈ R + 0 ), and a parameter of skewness ξ ∈ (−1, 1). Consider the class F 1 of all densities f 1 in F 0 which are absolutely continuous (such that, for someḟ 1 
, and such that
which, in view of the monotonicity of φ f 1 , also entails
For all f 1 ∈ F 1 , denote by P (n) θ,σ,ξ;f 1 the probability distribution of X X X (n) when the X i 's are i.i.d. with density (1.2), a continuous probability density function which is symmetric, left-or rightskewed according as ξ = 0, ξ > 0, or ξ < 0. The collection {P (n) θ,σ,ξ;f 1 : θ ∈ R, σ ∈ R + 0 , ξ ∈ (−1, 1)} will be called the Fechner family associated with f 1 ∈ F 1 or f 1 -Fechner family.
Besides the Gaussian Fechner family (associated with standard Gaussian f 1 = φ 1 ), interesting special cases are (i) the Student Fechner families with ν > 2 degrees of freedom, associated with 
(iv) the double-exponential ot Laplace Fechner family, with density
(the positive constants C ν , a ν , a, b, d, C η , and g η are such that f 1 ∈ F 1 ). Figures 1 and 2 give graphical representations of (1.2) for f 1 = φ 1 and f 1 = f S , with ξ = 0, 0.2, 0.4. In both cases, a positive value of ξ implies a skewness to the left, that increases with the value of ξ. 3 Uniform local asymptotic normality (ULAN) and parametrically optimal tests.
ULAN.
The main technical tool to be used in the sequel is the uniform local asymptotic normality (ULAN), with respect to ϑ ϑ ϑ := (θ, σ, ξ) ′ , at (θ, σ, 0), of the Fechner families
and full-rank information matrix
More precisely, for any ϑ ϑ ϑ (n) :
, and for any bounded sequence τ τ τ
and ∆ ∆ ∆
Proof. See the appendix.
Note the non-diagonal form of the information matrix Γ Γ Γ f 1 (ϑ ϑ ϑ), which implies that location and skewness variations, in Fechner families, are related. The Gaussian versions of (3.2) and (3.3) are
3.2 Optimal parametric tests: specified density, specified location.
} of symmetry with respect to some specified location θ. ULAN and the diagonal structure of the covariance matrix corresponding to the σ and the ξ-parts of the central sequence, i.e.,
imply that substituting discretized root-n consistent estimators σ for the unknown σ has no influence, asymptotically, on the ξ-part of the central sequence. Recall that a sequence of estimatorsλ (n) defined in a sequence of experiments {P (n) λ |λ ∈ Λ} indexed by some parameter λ is root-n consistent and asymptotically discrete if, under P
, and (C2) the number of possible values ofλ (n) in balls with O(n −1/2 ) radius centered at λ is bounded as n → ∞.
An estimator λ (n) satisfying (C1) but not (C2) is easily discretized by letting, for some arbitrary
|⌉, which satisfies both (C1) and (C2). Subscript # in the sequel indicates such a discretization (the constant c asymptotically plays no role). It is well-known, however, that (C2) has no implications in practice, where n is fixed, as c can be chosen arbitrarily large.
It follows that locally uniformly asymptotically most powerful tests of H
can be based on
A consistent estimator of σ that does not require any moment assumptions is, for instance, the empirical median σ := Med(|X i 's from θ. The following proposition then results from classical results on ULAN families (see, e.g., Chapter 11 of Le Cam 1986).
, and variance one under both.
(ii) The sequence of tests rejecting the null hypothesis of symmetry (with standardized density f 1 ) whenever T
Locally asymptotically maximin two-sided tests are easily derived along the same lines. The Gaussian version of (3.4) is
3.3 Optimal parametric tests: specified density, unspecified location.
We now consider the unspecified θ case, that is, the null hypothesis H
}. The fact that the asymptotic covariance between the θ and the ξ-part is not zero implies that a local perturbation of location has the same asymptotic impact on ∆ (n) f 1 ;3 (θ, σ, 0) as a local perturbation of ξ. LAN and the convergence of local experiments to the Gaussian shift experiment
(3.5) imply that locally optimal inference on ξ, when the location under the null is unspecified, should be based on the residual of the regression (in (3.5)), of ∆ 3 with respect to ∆ 2 , computed at ∆
This efficient central sequence under P
is asymptotically normal, with mean zero and variance γ *
The "cost", in terms of information for skewness, of not specifying θ in the f 1 -Fechner family is thus
where θ # and σ # satisfy (C1) and (C2). Such estimators that do not require any moment assumptions can be obtained, for instance, by discretizing the median θ := Med(X
The following proposition then follows from classical results on ULAN families (see, e.g., Chapter 11 of Le Cam 1986).
is asymptotically normal, with mean zero under P
(ii) The sequence of tests rejecting the null hypothesis of symmetry (with standardized density f 1 ) whenever
cally asymptotically optimal (most stringent), at asymptotic level α, for H
Locally asymptotically maximin two-sided tests are easily derived along the same lines. The Gaussian version of (3.6) is
3.4 Optimal parametric tests: unspecified density, specified location.
The parametric tests based on (3.4) and (3.6) achieve local and asymptotic optimality at correctly specified f 1 , which sets the parametric efficiency bounds for the problem, but has limited practical value. These tests indeed in general do not remain valid under density g 1 = f 1 . If they are to be adapted to more realistic null hypotheses H
g 1 of symmetry with unspecified density, three problems have to be treated with care under g 1 : the centering and scaling of T
under the null, and the impact on the asymptotic distribution of
and H (n) ) for θ and σ.
Let us first assume that both θ and σ are specified. Note that ∆ (n)
. Indeed, the function z → φ f 1 (z)|z| is skew-symmetric, and its expectation when z is symmetrically distributed is automatically zero-provided that it exists. The variance under P
(still, provided that this integral exists). We know from Le Cam's third Lemma that, under P (n) θ,σ,0;g 1 , the impact on ∆ (n) f 1 ;3 (ϑ ϑ ϑ) of perturbation of the scale σ depends on the asymptotic joint distribution (still, under P
is easily shown to be asymptotically normal under P (n) θ,σ,0;g 1 , with diagonal covariance matrix, since, as the integral of a skew-symmetric function,
The effect on the asymptotic distribution of ∆ (n) f 1 ;3 of a root-n perturbation of σ thus is asymptotically nil (in distribution); the asymptotic linearity result of Proposition 5.1 allows for extending (in probability) this conclusion to the perturbations induced by substituting any duly discretized root-n consistent estimator σ
, is a consistent estimate of J g 1 (f 1 ). Now, in practice, J (n) (θ, σ; f 1 ) cannot be computed from the observations, and Z i (θ, σ # ) is to be substituted for Z i (θ, σ) in (3.7) yielding J (n) (θ, σ # ; f 1 ). This substitution in general requires a slight reinforcement of regularity assumptions. Routine application of Le Cam's third Lemma implies that
provided that the asymptotic covariance of J (n) (θ, σ; f 1 ) and ∆ (n) g 1 ;2 is finite. A simple computation (and the strong unimodality of f 1 and g 1 ) shows that a sufficient condition for this is
Denote by F * f 1 the subset of F f 1 for which (3.8) holds. Defining 9) and the cross-information quantity
we have the following result.
, and variance one under both;
(ii) the sequence of tests rejecting the null hypothesis H (n)
of symmetry with respect to specified θ whenever T
Such tests only make sense against fixed-θ alternatives. The fact that a test which is insensitive to perturbations (within F * f 1
) of the density f 1 is locally asymptotically optimal at f 1 indicates that semiparametric and parametric efficiency bounds coincide at ξ = 0 and f 1 . Note that the only reason for the validity of the test being restricted to densities g 1 ∈ F * f 1 is the requirement of a finite variance of ∆ (n) f 1 ;3 (ϑ ϑ ϑ), hence a finite value of J g 1 (f 1 ). The rank tests of Section 4 are valid under less restrictive conditions. Locally asymptotically maximin two-sided tests are easily derived along the same lines.
Optimal parametric tests: unspecified density, unspecified location.
When the location θ under the null hypothesis also is unspecified, additional care has to be taken about the asymptotic impact of estimating θ under unspecified density g 1 . It follows from Le Cam's third Lemma that this impact on ∆ (n) f 1 ;3 can be obtained from the asymptotic behavior under P
, which is asymptotically normal with asymptotic covariance matrix
). This ∆ * (n) f 1 ;3 has the desired property of being asymptotically equivalent to ∆ * (n)
, and asymptotically uncorrelated with
-hence, asymptotically insensitive (in probability) to root-n perturbations of θ and σ-under P (n) θ,σ,0;g 1 . The problem is that it still cannot be computed from the observations. Assume therefore that
As for g 1 , assume that it belongs to the subset F *
(those three conditions are not redundant sinceφ f 1 is not necessarily monotone). We then have the following result (as usual, we denote by θ # and σ # any estimators satisfying (C1) and (C2)).
Summing up, for
we have shown the following result.
(ii) the sequence of tests rejecting the null hypothesis
(with unspecified location θ and unspecified standardized density g 1 ) whenever T (n) * f 1
( θ # , σ # ) exceeds the (1 − α) standard normal quantile z α is locally asymptotically optimal (most stringent), at asymptotic level α, for H (n) against ξ>0 θ∈R σ∈R
The assumption that f 1 ∈ F * 1 places a restriction on the score function which, mild as it may be, nevertheless excludes the classical double-exponential (sign test) scores, since φ f L (z) = sign(z)/d is not differentiable. In this case, however, I g 1 (f L , g 1 ) reduces to 2g 1 (0)/d-which is consistently estimated by
Pseudo-Gaussian tests.
For f 1 = φ 1 , Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 yield pseudo-Gaussian tests, that is, tests which are valid under a broad class of non-Gaussian densities, while remaining optimal under Gaussian ones. Defining m
This pseudo-Gaussian test has the advantage, when compared with the classical procedure based on m 
(ii) The sequence of tests rejecting the null hypothesis H
}.
In the unspecified location θ case, the test statistic (3.13) reduces tô
If one uses the sample mean for the estimation of θ, the first term in the numerator of (3.14) disappears. Note that the assumption that g 1 ∈ (F * φ 1 =)F φ 1 implies that g 1 has finite moments of order four. Letting µ * k := ∞ −∞ |z| k g 1 (z) dz, we thus have the following result.
(ii) The sequence of tests rejecting the null hypothesis
(with unspecified location θ and unspecified standardized density g 1 ) whenever T (n) * f 1 ( θ # , σ # ) exceeds the (1 − α) standard normal quantile z α is locally asymptotically optimal (most stringent), at asymptotic level α, for H (n) against ξ>0 θ∈R σ∈R
For the sake of completeness, we also provide (with the same notation) the following result on the asymptotic behavior of the (suboptimal) tests based on m 1 . The proof is straightforward, and details are left to the reader.
4 +9s 6 n ) 1/2 is asymptotically normal, with mean zero under P
4 Rank-based tests for symmetry. 4 .1 Signed rank versions of the central sequence.
As mentioned in the introduction, the hypothesis of symmetry enjoys strong group invariance features. The null hypothesis H (n) θ of symmetry with respect to θ indeed is generated by the group G x 1 ), . . . h(x n ) ), where lim x→±∞ h(x) = ±∞, and x → h(x) is continuous, monotone increasing, and skew-symmetric with respect to θ (i.e. h(θ − z) = −h(θ + z)). A maximal invariant for that group is known to be the vector of signs (s 1 (θ) , . . . , s n (θ)), along with the vector of ranks (R 
where F 1+ = 2F 1 − 1 and F 1 denote the distribution functions of |Z i | and Z i , respectively, when Z i has density f 1 . Later on, however, we also will need the rank-based version
of the θ-component.
The following asymptotic representation result follows from the classical Hájek theory for linear signed rank statistics (see, e.g., Chapter 3 of Puri and Sen 1985).
Proposition 4.1 Let f 1 ∈ F 1 and g 1 ∈ F 0 . Then,
as n → ∞, under P (n) θ,σ,0;g 1 , and hence ∆ (n)
(ii) ∆ (n) f 1 ;3 has mean zero and variance
The asymptotic equivalence under P 
Optimal signed rank tests of symmetry: specified location.
Proposition 4.1 immediately allows for constructing a distribution-free rank-based test of symmetry with respect to a specified location θ. Let
define the cross-information coefficients
and denote by
and M(f 1 , g 1 ) < ∞} the class of densities for which these integrals exist.
, g 1 ∈ F f 1 , and variance one under both;
(ii) the sequence of tests rejecting the null hypothesis H 
}.
Only asymptotic critical values are reported in Part (ii) of the proposition, but exact ones of course also can be considered (or simulated), as the test is entirely distribution-free. The two-sided version also readily follows. Here again, these tests should be used against fixed-θ alternatives only.
Optimal signed rank tests of symmetry: unspecified location.
When θ is unspecified under the null, a consistent estimator θ has to be substituted for θ, yielding aligned signs s i ( θ) and ranks R (n) +,i ( θ). The effect of this alignment procedure is taken care of in a similar way as in Section 3.5. The asymptotic joint distribution, under P
(in view of the asymptotic representation of Part (i) of Proposition 4.1) is asymptotically normal with asymptotic covariance matrix
Defining η (f 1 , g 1 ) := M(f 1 , g 1 )/I(f 1 , g 1 ), Le Cam's third Lemma thus implies that g 1 ) , are asymptotically insensitive to root-n perturbations of θ. The same reasoning as in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 yields the asymptotic equivalence
for any estimator θ # of θ satisfying (C1) and (C2) and any
Estimating η (f 1 , g 1 ) consistently, however, is more delicate, and a precise description of η (n) (f 1 ; θ)
is postponed to Section 4.5. Note however that η (
we have established the following result.
(ii) the sequence of tests rejecting the null hypothesis H (n) := g 1 ∈ F * f 1 θ∈R σ∈R
of symmetry with respect to unspecified θ whenever T * (n) f 1 ( θ # ) exceeds the (1 − α) standard normal quantile z α is locally asymptotically optimal (most stringent), at asymptotic level α, for H (n) against ξ>0 θ∈R σ∈R
Wilcoxon, sign, and normal score tests of symmetry.
The statistics (4.2) and (4.3) are providing general forms for the optimal signed rank tests of symmetry, under specified and unspecified location, respectively. Important particular cases are the sign, Wilcoxon and van der Waerden (normal score) tests statistics, which are optimal at double exponential, logistic, and normal distributions, respectively.
The normal score tests use f 1 = φ 1 . One easily verifies that F −1
where Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. When the location θ is specified, the statistic (4.2) reduces to
,
. When the location θ under the null is unspecified, the normal score test statistic can be written as
In the Wilcoxon case, f 1 is a standardized logistic. One easily checks, in that case, that F −1
. When the location under the null is unspecified, the Wilcoxon version
of (4.3) is easily derived once the estimator η (n) (f Log ; θ) is appropriately defined.
The sign tests for symmetry use f 1 = f L . One can easily check that F −1
1+ (u) = 1/d. Therefore, these sign tests take the form
. The test statistic (4.3) in this case is derived along the same lines:
4.5 Estimation of cross-information quantities. I(f 1 , g 1 ) and M(f 1 , g 1 ) .
Consistent estimation of
Implementing the rank-based tests of Section 4.3 requires consistent estimation of η (f 1 , g 1 ) , that is, consistent estimation of the cross-information quantities I (f 1 , g 1 ) and M(f 1 , g 1 ) . The cross-information for location I(f 1 , g 1 ), is a familiar quantity in classical rank-based inference, which explicitly appears, for instance, in the asymptotic powers of traditional rank and signed rank tests for location, and in the asymptotic variance of the corresponding R-estimators. In a different context (R-estimation of shape), its counterpart also plays a central role in the construction of one-step R-estimators (Hallin, Oja, and Paindaveine 2006).
Estimating I(f 1 , g 1 ) however is not straightforward. No empirical version of this expectation is available, as it involves the unknown score φ g 1 associated with the unspecified density g 1 . Various methods have been proposed for estimating it. Some of them (Lehmann 1963 Bickel and Ritov 1988, and Fan 1991) and, in a more general setting, in Section 4.5 of Koul (2002) . All these methods however involve quite arbitrary choices (choice of a confidence level for confidence intervals; choice of an arbitrary O(n −1/2 ) perturbation for the method based on asymptotic linearity; choice of a kernel for the estimation of g 1 ). An unpleasant feature of all these choices is that, although they do not affect consistency and asymptotic efficiency, they have a dramatic impact on finite sample results. As for kernel methods, they are kind of antinomic to the spirit of rankbased methods: if densities are to be estimated, indeed, using them all the way by inserting estimated scores into the parametric tests of Section 3.3 seems more coherent than considering ranks.
A more sophisticated and less arbitrary way of dealing with this estimation problem was proposed (in a different context) by Hallin, Oja, and Paindaveine (2006). The basic intuition is that of solving a local linearized likelihood equation. Along with a consistent estimator of I(f 1 , g 1 ), the method also provides an efficient (at P (n) θ,σ,0;f 1 ) R-estimator of θ, which can be used in the alignment process.
In the present setting, this estimator of I(f 1 , g 1 ) is constructed as follows. Denoting by θ and σ root-n consistent (under P
) estimators of θ and σ, respectively, by θ # and σ # their discretized versions, and by ∆ (n)
Choosing a further arbitrary discretization constant c > 0, put β ℓ := ℓ/c, ℓ ∈ N, and define
and
is an efficient (at P The estimation method just described for I(f 1 , g 1 ) unfortunately does not apply to M(f 1 , g 1 ). Contrary to I(f 1 , g 1 ), M(f 1 , g 1 ) indeed is not associated with any optimal one-step R-estimation procedure, as it does not follow as the covariance, under P Using the same notation as above, consider the discretized version ∆ (n)
. It follows from the proof of Proposition 5.2 that
, for all t ∈ R. All other assumptions of Proposition 5.3 of Cassart et al. (2007) hold, hence also the desired consistency of the estimator we now describe.
Proceeding as in (4.4) above, let 
, as n → ∞.
Practical implementation.
Here again, all discretizations in the construction of I (n) (f 1 ) and J (n) (f 1 ) are required for the purpose of asymptotic results, but can be dispensed with in applications, where n remains fixed; the practical versions of (4.7) and (4.9) therefore are
respectively, where 
Asymptotic relative efficiencies.
Propositions 4.2 and 3.6 in the specified location context and Propositions 4.3 and 3.7 in the unspecified location case allow for computing ARE values for the proposed tests based on T
( θ # ) with respect to the pseudo-Gaussian and traditional Gaussian procedures. Those ARE values are obtained as ratio of the squares of the mean values of the test statistics under local alternatives, for various densities g 1 . The pseudo-Gaussian tests are not valid unless the fourth-order moments are finite, and our ARE values therefore also require the same restriction. The signed rank tests however remain valid without such moment assumption, so that, when g 1 is such that µ 4 = ∞, their asymptotic relative efficiencies with respect to their pseudo-Gaussian counterparts can be considered as being infinite. We also obtained the ARE values for the signed rank tests compared to the classical tests of skewness. Those ARE values will then require finite sixth-order moments.
Proposition 4.4 Let f 1 ∈ F 1 . Then, the asymptotic relative efficiencies, under density g 1 ∈ F φ 1 , of the signed-rank test based on T (n) f 1 (θ) with respect to the pseudo-Gaussian tests based on
(θ), and with respect to the classical procedure based on m
respectively, where the moments µ k (θ) and absolute moments µ * k (θ) are computed under g 1 (equivalently, under g).
Numerical values of those AREs, under t 4.5 , t 6.5 , t 8 , t 10 , t 20 , normal, logistic and doubleexponential densities, are displayed in Table 1 . Those values are good, especially when g 1 is the density of a Student with 4.5 or 6.5 degrees of freedom-which is not surprising since the ARE of the signed-rank test with respect to the pseudo-Gaussian tests based on T Proposition 4.5 Let f 1 ∈ F 1 . Then, the asymptotic relative efficiencies, under density
, of the signed-rank test based on T * (n) f 1
( θ # ) with respect to the pseudo-Gaussian tests based on T * (n) φ 1 ( θ # ), and with respect to the classical procedure based on b
, respectively, where the moments µ k (θ) and absolute moments µ * k (θ) are computed under g 1 (equivalently, under g).
Numerical values of those AREs are displayed in Table 2 . Again, those values are good, especially for Student densities g 1 with low degrees of freedom. The ARE values of the tests based on T * (n) φ 1 are uniformly larger than or equal to one.
Simulation results.
In order to investigate the finite-sample performance of the proposed procedures, we generated N = 5, 000 independent samples of size n = 500 from the skewed normal (hereafter denoted as SN (ξ)) and skewed Student (with ν = 3 and ν = 8 degrees of freedom, denoted as St(ν, ξ)) densities, as defined in (1.2), for ξ = 0, 0.05, and 0.1 (recall that ξ = 0 means symmetry). Each sample was subjected to the following fixed-θ tests for symmetry, at asymptotic level α = 5%: the classical test of skewness, based on m (n) 3 (θ), the (optimal) pseudo-Gaussian test based on T (n) * φ 1 (θ, σ), the van der Waerden test (Section 4.4), two t ν -score tests (ν = 3 and 8), and the Wilcoxon test (Section 4.4). Without loss of generality, θ was set to zero.
Similarly, we generated N = 5, 000 independent samples of size n = 100 from the same skewed normal and skewed Student densities. These samples were subjected to unspecified-θ tests for symmetry, at asymptotic level α = 5%: the classical test of skewness, based on b 3 (θ) (second line) for testing symmetry about a specified center θ. Randles et al. (1980) , which are based on the signs of X i + X j − 2X k , 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n. All tests were performed under two-sided form; rejection frequencies are reported in Tables 3 and 4. Inspection of those tables reveals that classical tests, whether based on m Table 1 . It is to be noted that, under St(8, ξ), T (n)
(θ) achieve similar performances, reflecting the closeness of their respective AREs. The unspecified-θ rank-based tests however all are quite conservative (their rejection frequencies under the null are significantly less than 5%) when asymptotic critical values are used. This undesirable feature of course has a negative impact on the corresponding powers. In order to raise the power curves, simulated critical values were computed; the resulting rejection frequencies are also shown in Table 4 . The 5% probability level constraint apparently is met, although the test statistics T * (n) f 1 ( θ) are only asymptotically distribution-free under the null, so that those simulated critical values are only an approximation. In this context of relatively small sample sizes, observed rejection frequencies are not completely in line with the asymptotic relative efficiency results of Table 2 . The tests of Randles et al. yield high rejection frequencies, in particular under St(ν, ξ) densities, but in several cases fail to satisfy the 5% level constraint (recall that they are not distribution-free).
5 Appendix. Finally, letting z := (x − θ − t)/(σ + s), the dependence of b 1 in (t, s) disappears. Quadratic mean differentiability with respect to ξ then follows along the same lines as quadratic mean differentiability with respect to σ, due to the fact that ξ behaves exactly as a scale parameter, except that it takes distinct values on each side of the origin.
5.2 Asymptotic linearity. The asymptotic linearity of ∆ (n) f 1 ;3 in θ and σ is required in the construction of the optimal parametric tests of Section 3.5. The proof below only requires ULAN with respect to θ and σ. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1.
The proof proceeds by establishing successively that (i) ∆ * (n)
and (ii) ∆ * (n) f 1 ;3 (η (n) ( θ # , σ # ; f 1 ), θ # , σ # ) − ∆ * (n) f 1 ;3 (η g 1 (f 1 , g 1 ), , θ # , σ # ) = o P (1),
